Love for all fellow-man
Recognize yourself in your neighbor
Exploring your personality
23. Exercise
My friends, I JESUS CHRIST greet you as we begin a new chapter in time and space. I greet
you out of the Love-Loftiness, out of the Love-Might and Love-Power.
With this Power and Might I extend My hand to you as friend and will guide the paths via
your being in the events of time and space. I irradiate your souls and all the veils which you have
placed round about the pure child of the FATHER, by your earthly lives. If you wish, I will show
you in your dreams, in encounters with others, and in visions whatever is necessary for you in
order to clear up your karmic debts. These debts, My beloved, are always irradiated by My Love
and Mercy.
You were listening to an excerpt of the return of the fallen child Sadhana (Satana) [from the
book by Anita Wolf: Ur-Ewigkeit in Raum und Zeit, dealing with Sadhana’s Conversion.] The
word was placed, truly carefully and consciously, into your hearts, for you too are on the way
home, each and everyone in his particular way.
The way home, My beloved sheep, is quite steep, yet it leads by way of lush meadows as well
as sometimes quite large rocks in your way. These stones, with which you bruise yourselves and
trip over, are always your ego, are you, yourselves. To understand this, I need to explain the
LOVE OF THE FATHER, which has made a home in you. By virtue of divine wisdom I want to
transmit to you certain knowledge - however, it all depends on your free will.
Are you ready to have your depths explored? Are you willing to recognize your weaknesses
and faults? Are you willing to discard these weaknesses and faults? Are you willing to carry the
love, peace and the indwelling divine blessing power in you into the world, so that you may not
walk alone? So that you would not try to reach the summit by yourselves, the FATHER’S
HOUSE, which is your goal, but take along all those at the left and right side of the road, as it is
in accordance with the law of Love and Mercy?
In order to take along your brothers and sisters the work on yourselves is required: You have
to learn to love yourselves as you are at this moment! When you accept yourselves, including
your faults and weaknesses, only then can you begin to love your neighbor. For when you
understand yourselves and have explored your own depths, you will also understand your
neighbor. At such a time your consciousness is in a raised state and can vibrate with the
consciousness of your neighbor, and you will understand his present actions from the level of
divine wisdom and recognition.
Then you will recognize that every one of your neighbors is traveling toward the eternal goal.
You will recognize that his explicit weaknesses are also your weaknesses. You recognize that his
good characteristics, therefore the good, also lies within you; for nothing on this earth is
absolutely negative, nothing and no one. Every human child bears within the innermost soul the
GOD-SPARK, the heritage of the child of God, given to him through the blessing of the eternally
holy FATHER.
When you travail through this recognition, through all the rocks and boulders lying in your
path, and you have just overcome such a boulder, the light of the heavens irradiates you and the
light of God’s grace, His Love and Mercy. This light of God’s grace irradiates all those,
simultaneously, who are walking with you, be it at home, in the neighborhood, at your place of
work, even in the vehicles of public transportation.
Recognize: There are no coincidental encounters, EVERYTHING IS GUIDANCE! A
smiling glance from one of your neighbors is already the cause of one of your negative thoughts
being dissolved, a thought you had sent him some time ago. Every glance, My beloved, every
loving word, every thought affects your personal fate.
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As I have taught you, you are the builder of your own fate, not only that belonging to past
incarnations, but at every moment you are the builders of your present and future fate.
Let Me explain this to you: The soul already knows what will come to pass. Everything is
written therein. Round about the GOD-SPARK, the pure child of the heavens, all incarnations are
inscribed in fine veils. And this veiled GOD-SPARK is called soul. All previously executed
earthly paths, as well as those that led through the soul-kingdoms with all their sensations,
thoughts words and deeds, are inscribed in the veils. What you are now is the sum of all this.
Whatsoever you now think, feel and do comes from the impulse of your soul.
From the fullness of the FATHER’S mercy and love enough grace streams toward every child
that is on its homeward bound path, enabling the child to transform the sum of its past into lightfilled present action. This “walking toward the FATHER” is depicted in the parable of the
prodigal son. Everything has been placed into your hands. If only My earthly children could
understand this!
Of course, many a soul in the earthly garment can no longer break free from its karmic
dilemma, and is full of karmic pressure. However, that same soul was willing to except this same
karma; for all those who were heavily injured in the war, or who froze to death, all those killed in
automobile accidents, or those who have to spend the rest of their earthly life with heavy injury,
all those of whom you can see have been hit with heavy karma, are in agreement with their fate.
In the beyond these souls were taught about this, accepted these teachings and therefore their
fate as to how to work out their karma, for such a soul is on the way home. Due to the free will, a
soul which is not ready to come home will look for a life in the earthly garment without teachings
and explanations, will look for a earthly garment endowed with power and might, so that he or
she may be able to rule, to dominate and control others, as it is customary among those children
of the fall who turned away from the eternal love.
But someday, the time will come for every child to turn about. Someday, I, THE LOVE
BECOME MAN, will stand before My child and will call him to come home. Some day, every
child will take the cross upon himself, the cross that he caused for himself. To take on this cross
is done of his own choice, for it is so prescribed in the law of freedom. Everyone who is bearing
his karma is doing so of his free will. Ponder these My words prudently!
Those who are wielding power on this earth, who live their live recklessly, are still against
Me. They try to move their fate in accordance with their conceptions, like on a checkerboard and
to move the pieces back and forth, to use your words. Yet someday the white king shall stand
before them, when all others have already left the board, the last one that is against Me, and he
will stand before a hopeless situation.
This part of the homecoming was read to you today. This hopeless situation is irradiated by
the Love and Mercy, for I am bringing back all lost sheep into the FATHER’S HOUSE, yes I
carry it home in My arms. All other sheep I leave behind in order to seek the one sheep, in order
to rescue this one sheep from the brambles, whence it got lost and hurt, and to bring it home.
I can only speak to you in your human words. You have to sense the inherent feelings of the
words.
You are at the crossroads and have decided to be CO-BEARERS of the CROSS OF THE
WORLD. One or the other among you is already bearing it without realizing it. What does it
mean to be a co-bearer? It means carry on your back also the karma of those who have not yet
accepted their karma, who do not yet want to take the path to the light. In the same way do the
light bearers help bear Sadhana’s cross with her. You all help bear it. That is why it does not lie
on her shoulders so heavily; she no longer feels the heavy burden of her guilt, which she heaped
upon herself by her fall. Instead, she feels joy, joy because this last eon in time and space is
nearing its end and the homecoming [of all] is nigh. Only sometimes, whenever she gazes into the
darkness and sees all the suffering and anguish, does the pain of the world overcome her.
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By the love that you send out without knowing exactly where these bright rays of light are
being guided, by the blessing you spread without knowing to whom it may flow, she is being
consoled. She sees that you all carry the cross of all those, too, who are still against the Love.
With every thought, with every sensation of love, with every love-deed a bright ray injects itself
into the still darkened souls, wherever they may be. Therefore, in the spirit you are standing next
to Me, the GOOD SHEPHERD, and you are helping to complete the work of redemption for the
exploration of the free will. There is not one being in heaven which - in the course of eons - has
not walked this earth in order to be light for the fallen ones, in order to be light for all those who
explore their free will.
Consider My words when you are about to criticize your neighbor! This neighbor is walking
the very hard path of exploring his/her free will. You need not lie in the gutter yourselves, you
need not go through the agony alone, others are going the way with you, just as you are going
with others and for them, and just as I walked by way of Golgotha for all.
Grasp the thought of unity in these words! No matter whatever path your neighbor might
choose, you do not have to go the same way as long as you glean from his particular path the
recognition that it leads away from the light into darkness.
I will repeat once more: You need not fully taste the exploration of another’s free will, but his
way serves you as a chance of recognition. When you understand these My words, you will truly
be thankful for every rock or boulder in your way, on your path toward the summit.
When your neighbor insults and verbally abuses you, you have stirred a certain level of
consciousness in him that links you with him; otherwise he would not insult you. You say: “How
should we dissolve all our ties with others when we don’t even know about them?” O My beloved
sheep, if you knew all these ties in all detail and the events that are connected with them, you
would be discouraged and without strength to put one foot before the other, because before you
there would be such a mountain, it would seem insurmountable to you.
That is why it is a very wise arrangement from the Mercy of the FATHER, Who loves you all
equally, that the past is hidden from you and that His Love and Mercy gives you an ever new
beginning, so that everything that was can be cleared up by one single life time.
You know that there have been many human races already, many more and much further back
in time than what the scientist claim. Many a messenger of light descended to the fall happenings
of the material worlds with the good intentions to be of help, even tens of thousands of years ago.
In accordance with the divine laws of equivalence, their origin of light had to be masked. And
thus the child of light was able to stray and lose its way amid the darkness. Every child who dared
take the step [to descend to the darkness] was first advised about this possibility.
In exchange for one child of light having come to earth, a child of the fall was also given the
opportunity to ascend to the more light-filled spheres in order to recall what he once had lost. If
the child of light took a fall in the darkness and consequently had to remain, then the child of the
fall had to return as well, [after its stay in the more light-filled spheres]. However, the memory of
the worlds of light remained, and the longing for home was awakened. The child of light passed
through the spheres of the fall. However, the longing for home never died and help was
immediately at hand, in accordance with the law of free choice. However, if the child of light did
not ask for this help, heaven had to retreat and had to let the child continue on its wayward
journey.
To some of you hearing or reading these My words, these events have truly happened.
However, meanwhile, My beloved, every messenger of light knows about his heritage. This
fathoming, to be a child of light and to help bring home his brothers and sisters in the end phase
of the work of redemption is so strong in all of you, so that the wayward paths are pushed aside.
After the homecoming of the pure child of God all paths having led through the darkness are
forever stored in the eternal consciousness and can be recalled by all spirit beings. That is why
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there will never again be a fall of a spirit being, because all the possible paths through the
darkness have already been explored, been taken and the recognition thereof can be recalled.
On Golgotha, with the words “It is finished!” I the Love have given you so much light and
propelling power, that you are now able to be brought near your original task, to bring home the
wayward and to be a light for them in the darkness once again, if you are willing. By virtue of My
“It is finished!” I took from you the wayward paths so that you may now help Me at My side with
the great work of Home-bringing of all the FATHER’S children.
I am not only speaking of the home-bringing of all [GOD’S] children, but in addition all
material and part-material worlds, the entire material being. By the power of the might that has
been placed into the hands of GOD’S children, you can now transform matter into pure LightBeing, whence it came long ago. For as you know matter is nothing more than highest vibration
that was transformed down to a lower level.
If you of this schooling-class look back upon your present incarnation, it has only the one
meaning, and that is for you to understand the sum of all that was, that you understand yourselves
and love yourselves, and that out of this love you will find the way to the love and understanding
of your neighbor and thereby learn to love GOD, your FATHER, above all.
When you don’t love yourselves, how would you love GOD, Whom you cannot see? If you do
not love your neighbor, how would you love GOD, Whom you cannot recognize? By way of the
love of creation, which reflects GOD - even in the earthly existence - by way of the love for
yourselves, which also reflects the divine, by way of the love of neighbor, which also reflects
GOD, you will find the way to this great all-forgiving and all-understanding love, which has no
boundaries and no barriers, and which does not erect walls. It is a love which you cannot
understand with your present consciousness, you can only fathom it.
Come with Me, My friends, extend your hands to Me! If you have answered My initial
question with a joyful “yes,” I will overcome the rocks with you that are in your way, and that
sometimes are true boulders. I will carry you across them, if you are willing, and you will find
more and more the way to this boundless love-unity.
And so your task shall be the following, according to your free will.:
Begin now to unravel your life, for the same reason as I have explained to you, by looking at
an infant, therefore, a child that has just changed one sphere for another and has taken on the
earthly garment. Take on an infant of, perhaps, a few weeks, a few months, still under one year. If
it is possible for you, look into the eyes of the little child, bless it, thereby blessing all the little
children who have entered Earth!
Even if the blessing was still spoken from the head [level], try to place your heart into your
blessing words, by considering to what kind of life these little ones may have given their ‘yes,’
just as you had one day given your ‘yes.’ Let us come to you at this point.
Some evening, when there is stillness round about you, when you retreat from the external
world, bring this infant to mind! If you could not find one out there, in the strollers or markets or
in the carryalls upon the shoulders of a father or mother, look at the pictures of your children at
that age or even your own picture and perceive the impression of the infant and take it into your
inner being! Whether the child is crying or at peace, take your impression into your inner being as
well as your own sensations while looking upon it. Take them all inside of you!
In this quiet hour you will recall what you felt as infant. This sensation will bring you back to
your own infancy; yes it will lead you even further, if you take this step with Me in all earnest.
You will receive the sensations you had when you entered this earth.
If you repeat this exercise more often, always in connection with the blessing and loveradiation for all infants of this earth, I will be able to lift several veils, if they are important for
you. Based upon the sensations, which can change, you are shown that you have entered Earth
with a number of different sensations. At the same time your soul will let go of all the infancy
periods, if you are willing.
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Let Me explain once more for your better understanding: You soul is releasing itself, step by
step, of all veils which it had placed about itself, therefore about the pure DIVINE SPARK, if you
execute these schooling steps with Me.
And so it can be the case that you have conscious dreams. It can also be, if they are not
important for your present knowledge that you awaken in the morning and know that you have
had a dream, without being able to recall its contents. If this happens, come to Me immediately
upon awakening with the sensation you had when you awoke, be it fear, despair, sadness or
similar things, just as I have taught you.
I will place My blessing hand upon you and will take from you all the sensations of negative
kinds from previous earthly walks, from a time of infancy. I will take them from you tenderly, for
your soul shall become free, totally free in the light of wisdom, of recognition, irradiated by
patience, love and mercy, so that I may use you, My beloved, in accordance with your free will,
as you had once promised.
The schooling that is now beginning is a new chapter. When you go this next step, be sure to
take it very seriously. You can also put in writing, briefly, your impressions and sensations. This
helps you while in community when you cannot seem to handle your impressions by yourself.
And it helps when you work through them and when you thereby recognize why you took
especially these impressions into your waking consciousness.
I am asking all of you to help each other with this. This instrument [through whom these
words were given] should slip into the background more and more, only giving My word. You all
should begin to grow up and be help and aid for one another, for you are all equally loved
children of the FATHER, equipped with the same gifts, no child is favored or prejudiced
against.
When you look around on this great wide Earth, think of My words. Every child bears within
the DIVINE SPARK, the same power, might, love, patience and mercy, and is filled with
DIVINE ORDER to do GOD’S WILL and to grow in His knowledge in all eternity. Whatever
veil may still be laid round about you or your neighbor, I ask you: Do not gaze upon the veils
unless you are doing so for your own recognition, and you will grow in love for all and for all
being.
I bless you, you and everyone, in the name of the FATHER with Whom I am one. Be LOVE
in this new chapter of time and space. Carry PEACE within you and send forth BLESSINGS into
the world. Subsequently there IS LOVE, IS PEACE, and everything IS BLESSED, for time is
transitory.
Amen
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